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ABSTRACT
Minimizing response time of mobile applications is critical for user
experience. Existing work predominantly focuses on reducing mo-
bile Web latency, whereas users spend more time on native mobile
apps than mobile Web. Similar to Web, mobile apps contain a chain
of dependencies between successive requests. However, unlike Web
acceleration where object dependencies can easily be identified by
parsing Web documents, App acceleration is much more difficult
because the dependency is encoded in the app binary.

Motivated by recent advances in program analysis, this paper
presents a system that utilizes static program analysis to automati-
cally generate acceleration proxies for mobile apps. Our framework
takes Android app binary as input, performs program analysis to
identify resource dependencies, and outputs an acceleration proxy
that performs dynamic prefetching. Our evaluation using a user
study from 30 participants and an in-depth analysis of popular com-
mercial apps shows that an acceleration proxy reduces the median
user-perceived latency by up to 64% (1,471ms).

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Cloud computing;

1 INTRODUCTION
Minimizing the response time of mobile apps is becoming increas-
ingly critical as users expect mobile apps to respond quickly [14].
Response times impact the quality of user experience, which in
turn affects the revenue of mobile services. Amazon reports one
second of additional page load latency costs $1.6 billion in sales
each year [10], and for Google, a 250 ms delay in search response
can result in 8 million search losses per day [10].

At the same time, mobile apps are becoming much more popular
than their mobile Web counterparts, dominating user attention
by a factor of six times [15]. However, when it comes to reduc-
ing response times, mobile app acceleration is surprisingly under-
explored in contrast to the large body of work in Web accelera-
tion [39, 49, 52, 56–59, 61, 67, 68, 70, 73, 74].

Existing work on mobile app acceleration predominantly adopts
a client-based approach [32, 46, 75] or focuses on computation
offloading [36, 37, 42, 51, 71]. However, each approach has its own
limitations. The client-based approach inherently suffers from a
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lack of resources on the mobile side, such as low computational
power and a limited budget for cellular data usage. The computation
offloading approach is mostly effective for compute-intensive apps,
such as games and face recognition, but does not offer much benefit
for network-intensive apps [42]. Many of these systems also require
mobile OS or app modifications, which limits the deployment.

Unlike the existing approaches, this paper takes a proxy-based
approach. Similar to the Web page preloading approaches [17, 20,
34, 48] that take advantage of the Web resource dependencies, our
app-acceleration proxy exploits dependency relationships between
network transactions (request-response pairs) and prefetches ap-
propriate responses. This approach effectively reduces the response
time of mobile app and does not require any code changes to mobile
OS or client/server apps.

However, the core challenge is that unlike Web in which de-
pendency information is embedded in Web documents, it is much
more difficult to identify the inter-transaction dependencies in apps
because the dependency information is embedded in the program
itself. In addition, in contrast to Web documents that follow a stan-
dard format (e.g., HTML, CSS, Javascript) and whose source code is
made available, mobile apps use a wide variety of APIs and often
the source code is not available. Thus, identifying the dependen-
cies and generating exact request messages ahead of time is very
challenging.

This paper addresses the problem of automatically developing
an mobile app acceleration framework by understanding the appli-
cation message exchange behaviors. We present the first system,
named APPx, that minimizes human effort in developing mobile
app acceleration proxies. Our framework takes Android app bi-
nary as input and leverages existing protocol analysis framework
to identify message formats of HTTP(S) request/response the app
generates and infer dependencies between HTTP(S) transactions
(request-response pairs). However, the static analysis lacks infor-
mation determined at runtime. In contrast, prefetching HTTP(S)
response requires the exact request message including URI, query
string, header, and body. To overcome the limitation, we combine
dynamic learning to fill in missing information at run-time by
observing the actual traffic in the proxy. The framework then au-
tomatically finds out what and when to prefetch and generates a
proxy that performs dynamic prefetching.

We present a full system implementation of the automated frame-
work and the app-acceleration proxy. We evaluate our framework
using a number of popular commercial apps on Google Play. We
provide microbenchmark page load time improvement of key inter-
actions for each app. To evaluate the system under real workload,
we conduct a user study and capture the app usage of 30 participants.
Our in-depth evaluation shows that the automatically generated
proxy reduces the app response time by up to 62% and delivers 55%
reduction of the response time on average.
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In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We propose the first system to automatically generate an
app acceleration proxy tailored to target apps.

• We present a design of the acceleration proxy. To produce
accurate request messages ahead of time, we combine static
analysis and dynamic learning.

• Finally, our evaluation with real apps and real user workload
demonstrates the system improves the app response time up
to 64%.

2 APP ACCELERATION SCENARIO
We envision an app-acceleration proxy located between user de-
vices and remote servers and prefetches data based on dependency
relationships between network messages. This approach is promis-
ing in a number of ways. First, the proxy effectively reduces the
load time of static contents (e.g., image, video) as well as that
of dynamically-generated or personalized contents. Second, the
prefetching proxy can also hide latency even when the remote
server itself is slow rather than the network [61]. Finally, it does
not require modifications to client/server apps or mobile OS.

Note, in Web acceleration, such prefetching/preloading is widely
used by proxies to make page load time faster [17, 20, 34, 48]. This
paper demonstrates a similar technique can be used to accelerate
mobile apps. We identify mobile apps contain many complex de-
pendencies in the messages they generate. Using the #1 ranked app
in the shopping category in Google Play US [4], called Wish, as
an example we show message dependencies are commonly found
in mobile apps. Then, we demonstrate how a proxy can accelerate
them. Throughout the paper we use Wish as a working example.

Action 1: loading the start page. When the app starts, a list of
recommended items along with their thumbnail images appears
on the screen as shown in Figure 1(a). For this, the app first issues
a /api/get-feed request to retrieve the item list to be displayed
(Transaction ①), and the response contains a list of 30 items and
their ‘id’s. Using the ‘id’s, subsequent requests retrieve a thumb-
nail for each item (Transaction ②). As shown in figure, the two
transactions exhibit dependencies.

Action 2: selecting an item. When a user selects an item, a
/product/get request is issued (Transaction ②) using the item
‘id’ from Transaction ① to retrieve item details, such as shipping
information. At the same time, the app fetches related items using a
/related/get request (Transaction ③) for the item ‘id’. Finally, the
item detail and related items appear on the screen. Transaction ②

and ③ are dependent to Transaction ① as shown in Figure 1(b).

Action 3: merchant page. One can also visit a merchant page.
When a user clicks on the merchant from the item detail page, the
app issues a chain of transactions which takes multiple round trips.
Using the merchant login name in item details (Transaction ② in
Figure 1(b)), the app first issues a request to retrieve the merchant
information, including its ID and items sold by the seller. The app
then uses the ID to request the merchant ratings, its profile image,
and other items carried by the seller as shown in Figure 2.

Note the examples are common interactions we find in typical
apps, and such dependencies are common in many real-world mo-
bile apps [42]. Through our in-depth evaluation of five top-ranked
commercial Android apps, we identify that there are hundreds of de-
pendencies whose maximum length of the successive dependency
is 15 (§6.1).

Proxy-based app acceleration. We now show how our proxy
reduces the page load time for each of the three cases.

Figure 3(a) shows accelerating app’s start page. When a user
launches Wish, the app issues a /api/get-feed request to retrieve
the item list. When the list arrives at the proxy, it prefetches thumb-
nails by constructing multiple parallel requests using the ‘id’s from
the item list, as shown in Figure 3(a). When the client requests for
thumbnails, the proxy directly serves them, reducing the start page
load time.

The proxy can accelerate other interactions. Figure 3(b) illus-
trates a timeline of app interaction when the proxy prefetches the
item details and related items to accelerate the item details page
(Figure 1(b)). Due to the prefetch, the app experiences faster page
load. Finally, the proxy can also prefetch a chain of requests when
loading the merchant as shown in Figure 3(c). In this case, the
proxy first uses a merchant name in the item detail to prefetch the
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Figure 3: Prefetch example for Wish. Blue lines and boxes indicate the dependencies. Red- and gray-dotted lines respectively
indicate prefetched transactions and the original communication between client and server without the proxy. Gray-colored
text indicates an original response without prefetching.

merchant information that contains the merchant ID, and issues
subsequent requests to obtain the ratings and profile image of the
merchant using its ID.

Deploymentmodel. The app acceleration servicemodel is similar
to that of content distribution networks that accelerate dynamic
Web content [6, 7]. We assume app service providers trust the proxy
and the proxy can observe plain-text traffic between the client and
server even when it is encrypted. This assumption is consistent
with that of existing Web acceleration proxies [11, 56, 70, 74] and
TLS/SSL proxies [11, 21]. Following this model, we assume the
proxy provider is a third party, and the app service provider has
contractual relationship and cooperates with the proxy provider
(e.g., assists with proxy configuration) for app acceleration. Note,
the proxy can accelerate multiple target apps. The proxy keeps track
of user contexts (e.g., cookie) and manages prefetched response per
use separately.

3 REQUIREMENTS AND CHALLENGES
Our goal is to automate the development of app acceleration proxies
as much as possible and minimize the human effort. We would like
user to be involved only in proxy configuration. We target mobile
apps that use HTTP(S) as their primary protocol because most
Android apps use HTTP(S) [38, 50, 66] because REST APIs are
extremely popular [22, 27].

The system must satisfy three key requirements:
• R1: It must automatically identify dependencies between
protocol messages.

• R2: The proxy should automatically reconstruct ahead of
time a prefetch request identical to the original one.

• R3: The proxy must not alter the app behavior.
However, building a system that satisfies the requirements is chal-
lenging for a number of reasons.

C1: Complex dependencies between transactions. Identifying
prefetch opportunities requires a deep understanding of complex re-
lationships between message exchanges. They are app-specific, and
a manual analysis requires significant human effort. An automated
dependency analysis is promising, but it imposes a fundamental
constraint: the dependency information should be rich enough to
ensure high coverage and accurate enough to ensure correctness
in prefetching. APPx leverages recent advances in static program
analysis and re-purposes it for identifying prefetch opportunities.
In particular, we extend Extractocol [50], a state-of-the-art static
analysis tool that automatically identifies message formats and their
dependencies from mobile apps (§4.1).

C2: Dynamically generated requests. To generate prefetch re-
quests, the proxy needs to reconstruct exact request messages ahead
of time. Although existing static analysis tools [30, 35, 50] provide a
comprehensive characterization of mobile app behaviors including
message formats, it cannot identify values that are determined at
run-time. For example, the proxy cannot determine device-specific
values (e.g., user-agent request header) or the host URI of HTTP
requests that change dynamically until it receives exact values at
run-time from a client or a server. To address the challenge, the
proxy performs dynamic learning at run-time and adapts to its run-
time behavior using the information acquired from static analysis
as the baseline (§4.2).

C3: Controlling side-effect and ensuring correctness. Static
analysis and dynamic learning allow us to construct prefetchable
requests ahead of time. However, messages that have adverse side-
effect (e.g., 1-click purchasing) must not be prefetched. In addition,
prefetched messages might be stale when a response has been
prefetched long ahead of time. It is difficult to resolve such issues
using automated analysis because it is fundamentally linked to
the app semantics. To address this issue, 1) we enable the service
provider to have control on whether to prefetch a request and
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Figure 4: APPx framework overview and deployment model for acceleration proxy

set expiration times through a fine-grained proxy configuration
(§4.4); and 2) the proxy performs offline verification on prefetch
requests (§4.3). If the proxy generates incorrect requests, retrieves
error message or fail to get response from the server during the
verification, it excludes the signature from the prefetching target
before run-time.

C4: Controlling the cost. A fundamental tradeoff exists between
the response time and bandwidth usage. Unlike mobile prefetching
approaches that use the resources of mobile devices [46], the proxy-
based approach is much less resource constrained. Nevertheless,
a careful policy design is required because cloud platforms [2, 9]
charge the bandwidth usage. Naive prefetching might lead to sig-
nificant bandwidth overhead. To address this issue, 1) we provide a
mechanism to impose a constraint on data usage for prefetching
(§4.4); and 2) our proxy tracks the cache hit-rate and the response
time to prioritize frequently used interactions and a request that
takes a longer time to complete (§5).

4 DESIGN
Figure 4 illustrates an overview of the APPx framework. It goes to
three distinct phases before deployment. The first phase is auto-
matic proxy generation that consists of a static program analysis
module and a proxy that takes the analysis result as input. The static
program analysis module takes an Android binary as input and
extracts message formats for HTTP transactions (request-response
pairs) and infers dependency relationships between the transac-
tions. §4.1 presents how we extend existing static protocol analysis
to overcome the challenges in identifying dependencies for app
acceleration (C1). The proxy then uses the output to create data
structures used for identifying information required for transac-
tions from the actual network traffic the app generates. The proxy
dynamically adapts to run-time conditions, learns run-time val-
ues from actual online interactions between the app and the server,
reconstructs the prefetchable requests, and retrieves the correspond-
ing response from the origin servers ahead of time. §4.2 presents
the details of dynamic learning and message generation (C2).

The second phase performs testing and verification to ensure
the proxy behaves identical to the app and does not alter the app
behavior in terms of the messages the app receives (C3). This is
akin to app and server testing during development. Requests that

fail to generate server response or resolve all run-time values are
filtered out in this phase. §4.3 presents the details.

Finally, APPx provides a mechanism to specify the dynamic
prefetching policy of the proxy. APPx configuration allows users to
set the expiry time of prefetched content, forbid prefetching for spe-
cific request(s), or impose data usage limit. The proxy configuration
is designed to minimize human effort in controlling the side-effect
(C3) and cost of prefetching (C4). §4.4 describes the details.

4.1 Static Program Analysis
To automatically extract message formats and dependencies, the
protocol analysis module needs to 1) track all the network-related
objects and their data flow and 2) identify semantics of APIs that
handle the objects. Extractocol [50] combines a network-aware
static taint analysis on objects with a semantic analysis to effectively
provide a characterization of protocol behaviors. Using an Android
app binary (apk) as an input, it automatically constructs signatures
that specify app-specific HTTP transactions and inter-transaction
dependencies. Figure 5 describes signature examples and their de-
pendency relationships Extractocol identifies. Through the program
analysis, Extractocol figures out dependencies between the URI/-
header/body of request messages (e.g., ‘cid’ in Transaction ②) and
other messages (e.g., ‘id’ in Transaction ①).

Although existing static analysis tools provide a starting point
for protocol analysis, they are not designed for app acceleration.
The key challenge is to ensure high coverage in identifying prefetch
requests and generate accurate prefetch request signatures same
as the original requests for correctness. For example, it should not
miss any sub-fields in the network messages. Otherwise, it cannot
be used for prefetching. To make protocol analysis more accurate,
we extend Extractocol in three ways:
Supporting Android intent. It is well-known that Android has
many implicit call flows [33, 60]. Extractocol covers some implicit
call flows, but does not support Intents that are often used to de-
liver objects across different components in Android. For example,
an activity may pass a message to a service using a put method
with a key (e.g., PutExtra(‘key’, ‘msg’)), and a get method (e.g.,
GetIntent(‘key’)) is used by the service to retrieve the message.

To support Intents, our protocol analysis module constructs an
“Intent map”. An Intent map consists of pairs that have a key name
and the corresponding value. It first finds every put method in
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Figure 5: Signature examples ofWish. The blue-colored line
and boxes indicate the dependency relationship between Sig-
nature ① and ②.

the program code and performs backward slicing [50] to track the
arguments of each put method. Then, the module tracks every
object in the slice, reconstructs the signature of each object and
repeats them for every put method. This enables identification of
the signature for all the arguments of put methods. We extend
Extractocol to use the Intent map to identify the value of an object
passed through Intents when building HTTP message formats.
This enables us to follow information delivered through and track
message dependencies originating from Intents.
Supporting new programmingmodels. Recent advances in mo-
bile app development ecosystem introduce new programming ab-
stractions. One example is RxAndroid [18], an Android version
of ReactiveX, that forms a recent trend [25, 26]. It provides pro-
gramming APIs to asynchronously handle event-based programs
whose objects are constantly requested/updated, using observable
sequences. Extractocol cannot handle observable sequences prop-
erly because it is unaware of the semantic of RxAndroid’s APIs
(e.g., flatMap(), map(), and defer()). In contrast, APPx’s program
analysis fully supports RxAndroid.
Precise alias and complex heap object analysis. When con-
structing HTTP(S) requests, apps typically use heap objects (HTTP
Request) derived from other heap objects (e.g., URL of request mes-
sage). In commercial apps, the relationship between these heap
objects forms a long chain because an object contains multiple
fields. For example, HTTP Request object may contain a json object
that are derived from a key-value map whose value may come from
an array of options. In addition, heap objects have multiple aliases
that are difficult to track [30]. FlowDroid [30] in particular has an
on-demand backward alias analysis module to resolve all aliases.
However, Extractocol fails to track dependencies when multiple
aliases form a complex relationship. To address this, we leverage
the on-demand backward taint analysis used in FlowDroid. Note,
Extractocol performs backward (forward) taint analysis to identify
program slices that contain request (response) messages from net-
work I/O methods. To track aliases, we apply on-demand backward
analysis when identifying request slices. Similarly, we also apply
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Figure 6: Flowchart diagram of dynamic learning.

on-demand forward taint analysis when identifying response slides.
During the bidirectional analysis, we keep track of the relationship
among heap objects in a graph (i.e., which object maps to which
field in a larger object). The on-demand bidirectional taint analysis
combined with heap object analysis identifies more fields and pro-
vides a more complete message signature that allows us to produce
accurate prefetch messages.

4.2 Dynamic Learning
The information static analysis outputs is insufficient and thus can-
not be used directly for prefetching for two major reasons: first,
the regex signature identified by static analysis encompasses all
possible cases. However, the actual manifestation depends on dy-
namic conditions unknown to the proxy a priori. For example, some
request headers or some json fields in the request body may not be
present depending on dynamic conditions due to branch condition
in the code. To tackle this challenge, we design the proxy to adapt
to the most recent condition observed through network messages.
Second, the regex signatures contain wildcard values that must be
resolved at run-time. The key challenge here is to automatically
construct a complete prefetch request by learning the unknown
values from network messages. For this, the proxy constantly learns
these values from network messages and automatically updates its
state.

Figure 6 shows the workflow of how the proxy performs dy-
namic learning to address the issues above. First, the proxy filters
out signatures that do not exhibit dependencies because it is only
interested in prefetchable requests. Next, for each HTTP request-
response pair (HTTP transaction) it receives, it identifies a learning
target which is the signature whose network message format corre-
sponds to the request-response pair. To identify the learning target,
the proxy performs regular expression matching on the URI of the
incoming transaction with that of the signatures. By design, when
a match is found the transaction is part of a dependency chain.
When a field in signature A is derived from (or dependant on) a
field in signature B, we call the former a successor and the latter a
predecessor. For example, as shown in Figure 5, the ‘cid’ field of sig-
nature ② is directly derived from the ‘id’ field of signature ①. Thus,
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Figure 7: Dynamic learning example.

signature ① is a predecessor of signature ②, and ② is a successor
of ①. The proxy handles the two cases differently.

When the learning target is a predecessor, the proxy learns fields
that are used to construct successor requests. The proxy first cre-
ates a successor instance identical to the corresponding successor
signature, and copies the missing information from the incoming
transactions. Each step of learning makes the request more spe-
cific. Figure 7 illustrates an actual example of how the prefetch
instance evolves over time. The proxy creates a prefetch request
instance from the successor’s signature, learns the ‘id’ field from a
predecessor response, and fills the ‘cid’ field to the request instance.
In this case, there are multiple ‘id’ fields in the response and the
proxy replicates the request instance as many as the number of the
‘id’ fields. Each instance has a different ‘cid’ field according to the
learned value. When the prefetch request is complete and has no
more missing values to learn, the proxy issues the prefetch request.

When the learning target is a successor, the proxy has a chance to
learn from an actual example because it is a (prefetchable) request
instance in itself. In this case, the proxy learns dynamic conditions
from the actual message and mimics the behavior. The learning tar-
get signature usually contains more fields than run-time messages
because it enumerates all possible cases, but inclusion of some fields
are determined by run-time conditions. Figure 8 shows such an ex-
ample where a common request body signature results in multiple
possible instance classes. The proxy remembers all possible instance
classes and selects the most recent one. In addition, it also learns
missing values, such as HTTP header fields (e.g., User-Agent value)
from the instances derived from the same signature. For example, in
Figure 7 (case 2), the proxy adapts the request instance to the most
recent condition observed and replaces the wildcard part in the URI
of the request instance to the host field of the latest instance of the
same signature (‘https://wish.com’). The ‘Cookie’ and ‘User-Agent’
fields in header and ‘_client’ and ‘_ver’ in the request body are
also updated. The ‘credit_id’ field is removed because the incoming
request does not have the field. The proxy completes the request
instance which becomes ready for prefetching.

In summary, using dynamic learning through predecessor and
successor, the proxy builds complete request instances identical to

Body
cid: .*
_build: amazon
_ver: .*
credit_id: .*
…

Body
cid: .*
_build: amazon
_ver: .*
…

Body
cid: .*
_build: amazon
credit_id: .*
…

Body
cid: .*
_build: amazon
…

credit_id
is null?

_ver is 
null?

credit_id
is null?

YesNo

YesNo YesNo

Sig② Sig② Sig② Sig②

Figure 8: Example request body signatures based on branch
conditions in Wish.
the request that the app originally generates. Finally, some signa-
tures can be a predecessor as well as a successor. For those signa-
tures, the proxy executes both predecessor and successor routines
as illustrated in Figure 6.

4.3 Testing and Verification
APPx performs testing and verification to ensure correctness be-
fore its deployment. This phase uses UI-fuzzing tools [23, 45] to
generate random streams of user events, at the client side, such as
touches or gestures as well as number of system-level events. Using
the tools, the app generates and transmits actual requests to remote
server through the proxy. The proxy performs the reconstruction
of requests and prefetching. If the proxy retrieves an error message
or fails to get any responses from remote servers, this phase finally
logs the response state and the corresponding dependency rela-
tionship and updates the configurations to disable prefetching for
the particular transactions. Note, this phase also collects and logs
an estimate of the expiration time for each prefetch request. For
this, the proxy periodically prefetches and checks the difference
between the new one and old one. The prefetch period is getting
increased until the new one is different with the old one. The proxy
logs the period.

This phase ensures the proxy does not reconstruct the abnormal
requests that cause an error message or timeout. However, this
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Probability 0.5

Signature {
hash: ar93ba; 
uri: .*/api/get-feed;
expiration_time: none; 
prefetch: false;

}

(continue on the right)

Signature {
hash: 3853be;
uri: .*/product/get;
expiration_time: 1 day;
prefetch: true;
probability: 0.8;
add_header: “proxy”,“prefetch”;
condition: “price” gt “1000”;

} 
(the rest omitted)

Figure 9: Example configuration

phase cannot identify an exact expiry date that an app service
provider wants or which requests must not be prefetched. To ensure
the proxy delivers fresh data and is consistent with the app usage
semantics, a careful configuration is required.

4.4 Configuration
Our framework provides a mechanism for enforcing fine-grained
policies on proxy’s prefetching behavior. Unlike automatic analysis
and prefetching, implementing a policy requires understanding of
the app usage and service semantics. This may require assistance
from the app service provider, similar to Web configuration (e.g.,
expiration time, server push, and proxy preload configurations).
Specifically, APPx provides three types of configuration: (1) setting
an expiry time of prefetched responses; (2) probabilistic prefetching;
and (3) setting a field-specific prefetching policy.

When a response has been prefetched long ahead of time, it
may become stale. For example, the number of comments and
purchasers in a shopping app change over time. Our configuration
supports expiration time for each response. Because setting an
expiration time for each request might be tedious, we provide a
default expiration time by estimating it from the logs in the testing
and verification phase.

We also support probabilistic prefetching to control proxy behav-
ior and manage data usage. Some prefetchable requests are always
generated without user intervention, and prefetching them does not
incur additional bandwidth overhead. However, some require user
action (e.g., click) and prefetching them does not provide benefit un-
less the user actually performs the action. Some even have adverse
side-effects (e.g., clicking on a “like” button or purchasing an item).
The configuration allows one to selectively disable prefetching or
limit prefetching unpopular actions/items.

Finally, the configuration allows one to specify field-specific
policies, which can be used in multiple contexts. It can be used to
attach a custom indicator when building a request message. For
example, one can add a prefetch indicator in the HTTP header that
enables the server to distinguish whether the request is from an
actual client or from the proxy. This can be used to precisely handle
statistics (e.g., view counts on an item) at the server side. Note,
FireFox similarly adds a ‘X-moz:prefetch’ header when performing
link prefetching [12]. In addition, the configuration allows one to
specify field-specific conditions for prefetching, which enables fine-
grained proxy control. This, for example, can be used to deliver
better service (i.e. aggressive prefetching) to premium customers
as many shopping apps have tiered customer programs.

Start

Stop

Receive request 
from client

Response 
prefetched?

Send prefetched response to client

Forward request 
to server

Get response 
from server

Send response 
to client

Dynamic learning

Ready to 
prefetch?

Prefetching

Finished?

Yes

No

No
Yes

No

Yes

Not
expired? No
Yes

Load sig. & config.

Figure 10: Flowchart diagram of the prefetching proxy.

Example. Figure 9 shows an example configuration. A default ini-
tial configuration is automatically generated in the testing and veri-
fication phase, which can be later customized. We currently support
seven fields: ‘hash’, ‘uri’, ‘expiration_time’, ‘prefetch’, ‘probability’,
‘add_header’, and ‘condition’. The ‘hash’ is a hash of the signature,
internally used by APPx to distinguish each signature. The ‘uri’ field
provides readability for service providers whomodify the configura-
tion. The ‘expiration_time’ specifies when the prefetched response
expires. The proxy only prefetches when ‘prefetch’ field is ‘true’.
The proxy prefetches the response according to the ‘probability’
specified. A service provider can also define the probability globally.
The proxy adds HTTP header fields specified by ‘add_header’ to
prefetching requests. Each policy can have multiple ‘add_header’
fields. Finally, the proxy performs prefetching only when a prede-
cessor satisfies the ‘condition’ field. In this example, prefetching
for .*/product/get is triggered only when the “price” field of the
predecessor is greater than “1000” dollars.

4.5 Proxy in Operation
Figure 10 summarizes the workflow of the prefetching proxy. The
proxy loads its configuration and the signatures generated from
the program analysis. When a client request arrives at the proxy, it
first checks whether the corresponding response has already been
prefetched. If the request is identical to that of prefetched trans-
actions, including URI, query string, header, and body of request,
the proxy sends the prefetched response message to the client on
behalf of the origin server unless the response has already been
expired. Otherwise, the proxy forwards the request to the origin
server. Note the proxy does not break the app behavior even if a
prefetched request is different from the original client request, be-
cause the proxy sends the response only when the prefetch request
is identical to the client’s request.

For prefetching, the proxy performs dynamic learning as de-
scribed in §4.2. It learns the most recent condition of network
messages and run-time fields, continuously updating its state. A
prefetch request becomes ready for prefetching when all dynamic
values have been resolved. Next, the proxy sends the prefetch re-
quests to the origin server following the prefetching frequency
specified in the configuration and caches the response.
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App Category Main Interaction

Wish Shopping Loads an item detail
Geek Shopping Loads an item detail

DoorDash Food delivery Loads a restaurant info.
Purple Ocean Psychic reading Loads an advisor page
Postmates Food delivery Loads a restaurant info.

Table 1: Description of apps and main interactions.

App Transactions of RTT to
Main Interaction Origin Server

Wish Product detail 165 ms
Product image 16 ms

Geek Product detail 165ms
Product image 6 ms

DoorDash Menu 145 ms
Restaurant schedule 145 ms

Purple Ocean
Advisor information 230 ms
Profile image 15 ms
Video still image 15 ms

Postmates Restaurant menu & info 5 ms
Table 2: Transactions of main interaction and RTT to origin
servers.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
We develop our proxy based on mitmproxy [13], an open source
man-in-the-middle proxy. We modify the program slicing module,
dependency analysis module, and the semantic model of Extracto-
col to implement our static analysis module. We extend 2.4K lines of
code over mitmproxy and 8.4K lines of code over Extractocol to im-
plement APPx. The proxy uses multi-threading. We assign different
worker threads to handle dynamic learning and prefetching for effi-
ciency. The request instances reconstructed through dynamic learn-
ing are stored in a queue, and a prefetching thread de-queues each
instance to issue the request. The prefetching thread determines
whether to issue a request according to the frequency specified in
the configuration. The proxy stores the responses in a hashmap
with the corresponding request as the key. Finally, prefetched re-
sponses are not shared across users, and the prototype distinguishes
users by IP address.

Prefetching priority. Multiple prefetch request can be outstand-
ing at any moment. To minimize the overall response time, our
proxy uses priority scheduling. We prioritize request that takes
longer to complete and signatures that generate higher hit rates.
Because prefetched responses are not always used and some are
used more frequently than others, the hit-rate based weight as-
signment results in more efficient resource use. For this, the proxy
maintains a running average of response time between the proxy
and the server for each signature. Then, we use the linear combina-
tion of the two as the priority.

6 EVALUATION

Methodology: To evaluate our framework, we use five popular
commercial apps available in Google Play, each of which ranked
within the top five in shopping, food delivery, and psychic reading
app categories [3]. Table 1 shows the description of each app. We
exclude apps that use public-key pinning because we cannot de-
crypt networkmessages they generate using theman-in-the-middle.
For actual deployment, APPx requires app provider’s support and
visibility over plain-text traffic, as described in §2.

For each app, we select a representative user interaction, shown
in Table 1 that reflects the main usage of the app (e.g., browsing
items on Wish) as the prefetching target and configure the proxy as
such. Throughout the evaluation, we focus on the main interaction
because it reflects the key functionality of the app to accelerate. In
particular, by using Frida [8] we measure the time between the user
input that triggers the main interaction and when the app displays
the final output. We use this “response time” as our key metric and
refer to it as the user-perceived latency.

We conduct an IRB-approved user study with 30 participants
to evaluate the prefetching proxy under a more realistic workload
that reflects how users use the app. We record the user event traces
(e.g., click and scrolling) using Appetizer [5] while each user freely
uses each app for three minutes. The trace is 450 minutes long in
total. To drive our proxy against the workload, we replay the event
traces on a Google Nexus 6 smartphone, while all traffic passes
through the proxy and goes to our own server that acts identical to
the original one based on pre-recorded traces from the user study.

We evaluate APPx by answering three key questions:
• Is the framework effective in identifying prefetch opportuni-
ties for mobile apps?

• How much does the prefetching proxy reduce response time
of mobile app?

• Does APPx effectively control the trade-off between latency
reduction and data usage overhead?

6.1 Message Dependency Analysis
To demonstrate the effectiveness of APPx in identifying prefetch
opportunities, we compare the result of APPxwith that of automatic
fuzzing and our user study trace. APPx takes 41 hours to extract the
signatures for the all apps. The time depends on the app code size;
larger apps takemore time (up to 9 hours) than others. For automatic
fuzzing, we use a UI automation tool, called Monkey [23], provided
by Android Studio. We use Monkey to generate an arbitrary stream
of user events, such as click or scrolling, at a 500msec interval for a
duration of an hour. We then collect the network trace that the apps
generate. Finally, we identify the unique signatures of automatic
fuzzing and our user study trace by regex-matching the URI of the
signatures identified by APPx with that of the traces.

Table 3 shows the result. APPx identifies much more unique sig-
natures than those of auto fuzzing and user study trace. However,
UI-fuzzing is fundamentally lacking in providing a wide cover-
age [50] because some requests are not triggered by user events
(e.g., push notification). It is difficult to navigate through all the
cases without forcing a server to trigger those requests. We also
compare prefetchable signatures of APPx, UI-fuzzing and user study
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App

# of Unique # of Dependency
Signatures Identified Relationships
Total Prefetchable Total Max len.

(APPx / Auto UI fuzzing / User study )
Wish 120 / 47 / 16 33 / 8 / 7 794 / 78 / 49 12 / 5 / 5
Geek 118 / 51 / 31 45 / 11 / 13 388 / 39 / 31 10 / 4 / 4

DoorDash 63 / 29 / 21 31 / 10 / 10 160 / 30 / 36 7 / 3 / 5
Purple Ocean 109 / 25 / 10 37 / 4 / 4 72 / 4 / 6 4 / 2 / 2
Postmates 83 / 18 / 14 35 / 6 / 8 272 / 10 / 16 15 / 2 / 3

Table 3: Signatures and dependency relationships identified
for commercial apps.

< Store list > < Store menu > < Menu detail > < Suggestion >

“id”
in list

(URI) “id”
in store

(URI) “id”
in menu

(URI)

Figure 11: Dependency case study in DoorDash (Successive
dependency)

Other image Merchant Ratings Group buying

Product detail

(URI) ← “id”

“merchant_name”
→ “qeury”

“id” → “product_id”

“id” → “product_id”

Figure 12: Dependency case study in Wish (Multiple rela-
tionships on a single transaction)

trace. A prefetchable signature is a successor, which means that
some fields of the signature is originated from its predecessor re-
quests. The static analysis of APPx collects the unique signatures
up to 4x compared to UI-fuzzing and up to 9x more prefetchable
signatures, respectively.

APPx identifies many opportunities for prefetching. APPx dis-
covers the dependency relationships up to 794 and the maximum
length of a successive dependency chain up to 16, which outper-
forms those of UI-fuzzing. This implies it is very difficult for human
to manually recognize the relationships in mobile apps. We describe
a few of examples. Figure 11 shows dependencies from DoorDash.
A restaurant id from the “Store list” is used to look up the “Store
menu”. The id field of “Store menu” is used to get “Menu detail”,
whose id is, in turn, used in the loading the “Suggestion” page.
APPx recognize such a successive dependency chain. Figure 11
shows another example from Wish. In this case, a single trans-
action is a predecessor of multiple transactions. The id field of
“Product details” response is used to load three different pages, and
the merchant_name field from the same response is used to load the
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merchant page. We find that there exists a combination of above
two types of the relationships in mobile apps and APPx discovers
such complex relationships, which presents many prefetching op-
portunities. APPx allows the proxy provider and app providers to
choose from these options which ones to prefetch based on their
service preference and business perspective.

6.2 Proxy Evaluation

Proxy evaluation with origin servers: To evaluate the perfor-
mance of the prefetching proxy, we measure the user-perceived
latency of the main interaction and app launch with and without
prefetching. For the app launch delay, we measure the difference
between the time to execute an app and the time to display all
contents on the screen. Each app is running on a Google Nexus 6
smartphone and communicates with their origin servers through
the proxy. The phone is wired to the local network to eliminate
the latency and bandwidth variance that might be caused from a
wireless connection. We set the round-trip-time of 55ms and the
bandwidth of 25Mbps between the client and proxy, which reflect
the average 4G latency and bandwidth [1]. This represents the case
where the proxy is located in close proximity to a mobile client.
Table 2 shows the latency between the proxy and the origin servers
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for each app. Finally, the proxy prefetches content in advance for
the main interaction.

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the user-perceived latency of the
main interaction and app launch for each app, respectively. We
measure the average latency of 10 runs. The results show APPx
reduces the user-perceived latency of the main interaction by 47-
62% and the app launch by 11-36% across apps. The figures further
break down the user-perceived latency into the network and pro-
cessing delay. The processing delay includes the time to perform
some initial processing, such as sensor data acquisition and radio
wake-up, and the time to render responses from remote servers to
the screen [66]. We calculate the processing delay by subtracting
the network delay from the user-perceived latency. APPx reduces
the network delay and the speedup factor ranges from 2.5 to 8.7x
for the main interaction and from 1.2 to 2.9x for the app launch.
Purple Ocean benefits the most in terms of network delay because
their servers are located far away (see Table 2). Wish and Geek
have a longer network delay than the others even with prefetching
because the size of their product images is much greater (∼ 315KB)
than the other’s transactions (∼ 14KB). For the app launch, the
benefits are less than that of the main interaction because most
of the apps do multiple requests in serial when launching and the
requests usually arrive at the proxy while the proxy prefetches the
corresponding responses.

Evaluation based on workload from user study: We measure
the performance of APPx using user-event traces (e.g., click and
scrolling) collected from the user study. This reflects the actual
usage.We replay the trace in real time to reflect the user “think time”.
We measure the user-perceived latency of the main interaction.
Each app communicates with our own server that acts identical to
the original ones. To emulate a realistic experimental environment,
we set the RTT of 55ms and the bandwidth of 25Mbps between the
client and proxy and vary the RTT between the proxy and server
from 50 to 150msec. This effectively varies the proxy location
between the client and server. We also measure data usage of the
proxy to quantify the overhead of APPx. To this end, we measure
the size of responses transmitted between the proxy and server and
normalize it to the size of the environment that does not prefetch.
Finally, we set the bandwidth of 25Mbps between the proxy and
server.

Figure 15 shows the 90%-tile user-perceived latency for the main
interaction. APPx significantly reduces the latency across all ap-
plications. The latency reduction ranges from 14 to 64%. Figure 16
shows the cumulative distribution function of latency for the app’s
main interaction and the normalized data usage. Across all applica-
tions and environments, the prefetching proxy reduces the median
latency between 17% (252ms) to 64% (1,471ms). The improvement
is more dramatic when the proxy is located closer to the client.

APPx dramatically reduces latency for Wish and Geek because
the size of their product images is much greater than the others.
For Purple Ocean, the proxy effectively reduces the latency in abso-
lute terms (252 to 906ms), but because its processing delay is large
(≈ 0.8 sec) the relative reduction appears small. The proxy uses 1.08
to 4.17x more data to perform prefetching across the apps. Note, the
mobile device itself does not use any more data. For the shopping
app Wish and Geek, the proxy prefetches a relatively large amount
of data because participants in the user study usually glance over
many items and the proxy prefetches their product image whose
size is large. In Postmates, the data usage overhead is small (8%)
because the size of restaurant image is much greater (168KB on
average) than that of restaurant menu and info (7 KB on average)
that the proxy prefetches. The ratio of data actually used by app
among all prefetched transactions ranges from 1 to 5% across the
apps. It is attributed to the fact that the apps load a list of contents
and the proxy prefetches all the contents in the list and users typi-
cally consume part of them. The traces from the user study include
all interactions without any modification. Users typically have to
carry out some interactions before reaching the main interaction.
For example, Postmates loads multiple restaurant images whose
traffic volume is sizable upon the app launch. User then selects a
few of them from the list of restaurants, which represents the app’s
main interaction. As a result, the data usage of the proxy is between
1.08x and 4.17x compared to the original data consumption without
prefetching.

6.3 Time and Data Usage Trade-off
APPx allows the proxy operator to configure the prefetch proba-
bility to control the tradeoff between latency reduction and data
usage. As we configure the proxy to prefetch less aggressively, the
proxy and server use less bandwidth at the cost of less improvement
in average response time. Our fine-grained configuration allows
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Figure 16: Cumulative distribution function of the user-perceived latency and data usage.

the operator to set prefetching probabilities for individual requests.
We believe that APPx can perform prefetching more effectively by
making the proxy to collect and use fine-grained popularity of each
request or item. This can also be used to enable service differen-
tiation across users (e.g., based on customer tiers in a shopping
app).

Figure 17 shows the trade-off between the median latency and
the data usage overhead of Wish, as we change the probability of
prefetching. The result shows that the proxy provides a knob to
adjust the tradeoff between latency and bandwidth. As we prefetch
more aggressively, the latency decreases half (from 1,881 to 947ms)
when the data usage increases 2.1 times. We also observe that
the median latency dramatically decreases when we prefetch the
majority of transactions.

7 RELATEDWORK

Mobile app acceleration: Several studies [42, 44, 46, 75] address
the problem of reducing response time ofmobile apps. PALOMA [75]
is a concurrent work to ours that shares similar ideas. Similar to
APPx, PALOMA uses static program analysis to identify prefetch-
ing opportunities. Unlike APPx, it instruments the mobile app to
interact with a proxy-agent on the mobile device and communi-
cate with remote servers. However, PALOMA does not handle the

case when the exact format of request message is determined at
run-time. It requires that an exact request message be identified
during static analysis, which limits the applicability. We show that
many requests are determined dynamically depending on the dy-
namic control flow of the program (e.g., ‘credit_id’ field in Figure 7).
APPx overcomes the limitation of PALOMA by combining static
analysis and dynamic learning and observing the actual traffic at
runtime. Looxy [44] performs caching and prefetching in a local
proxy that communicates with a client device through a WiFi con-
nection. Looxy prefetches using only the full URLs of HTTP request
contained in the response. In our observations, however, many of
dependency relationships between network transactions of the mo-
bile app are found in the parts of HTTP request (e.g., ‘cid’ field in
Figure 7). Looxy does not handle that dependency relationships. By
using static program analysis and dynamic learning, APPx identifies
the dependency relationships and reconstructs request messages to
prefetch. IMP [46] allows prefetching on mobile side and provides
APIs that hide the complexity of the prefetching decision. However,
app developer must manually instruct what to prefetch by modify-
ing the app. Tango [42] replicates app execution on a cloud server
that has greater computational power and broader network band-
width than mobile device. Replicating the entire execution without
understanding the app behavior requires running a Dalvik virtual
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machine, which consumes more resource than running a proxy.
APPx replicates only the app’s protocol behavior in the proxy. This
is much lighter-weight than running the entire app on top of a VM
in the cloud. In fact, our approach can support multiple apps using
the same proxy. EBC [32] reduces app launch delays by schedul-
ing app prefetches upon screen unlock. EBC determines when and
for which apps prefetches should be triggered through estimating
the app usage probabilities and their traffic volume. We believe
that one can effectively reduce the response time of mobile app by
combining EBC and APPx.

EdgeReduce [62] and Procrastinator [65] focus on reducing data
usage of mobile apps, at the cost of increased response time. In
contrast, APPx reduces the response time at the expense of using
more bandwidth at the proxy. According to our own private con-
versations with several mobile service providers, they are willing to
make this tradeoff because latency reduction is far more important
to their bottom line.

Mobile code offloading: Many studies [36, 37, 40, 41, 43, 51, 54,
71] have proposed different code-offloading strategies to improve
the responsiveness of mobile apps and save the energy consump-
tion of mobile devices. Maui [37] accelerates mobile apps and saves
energy by allowing developers to selectively offload methods to
cloud servers by adding annotations on the code. Thinkair [51] and
Cloudlets [71] make automated offloading decisions by performing
static and dynamic analysis of mobile apps. Note that these ap-
proaches often require modifications on client or server application.
They are mainly beneficial to compute-intensive mobile apps. In
contrast, we focus on accelerating message exchanges and it mainly
benefits network-intensive interactive, latency-critical apps.

Server push: HTTP/2.0 and SPDY allow a server to push embedded
objects before they are requested. This reduces the page load time
for Web content. This requires both server and client support. The
benefit is also limited to Web content and Web apps, and they do
not benefit mobile apps.

Web acceleration: Web acceleration is used to reduce the latency
of web pages and server load, and data usage [16, 19, 47, 49, 56,
74]. SPDY [19] combines multiple techniques, such as compres-
sion, multiplexing, and prioritization, to reduce the Web latency.
mod_pagespeed is an open-source Apache module that rewrites
web pages to load faster [16]. It performs image optimization,

compression, resizing, static web file minification, and caching.
WProf [72] is a Web profiling tool that analyzes the dependency
between Web objects and their load times. It shows that SPDY and
mod_pagespeed significantly reduce the size of downloads, but they
are not always effective in reducing page load time because they
do not always affect the critical path. Klotski [56] prioritizes the
content most relevant to a user’s preferences. But it must analyze
dependencies between web objects within a page, before they es-
tablish a prioritization plan. Unlike Klotski, Shadian [74] performs
speeding up web page loads without any knowledge of web objects.
Finally, NutShell [70] tackles scalability challenges in JavaScript
execution for proxy-based Web acceleration. NutShell’s proxy only
executes the part of JavaScript code necessary to identify and fetch
Web objects rather than executing the entire code. This is similar
in spirit to APPx that only mimics app’s network behavior instead
of replicating the entire app execution [42].

TCP-level acceleration: TCP acceleration is a considerably well
explored area. There has been a number of studies [29, 31, 53,
55, 63, 64, 69] to reduce service access times by performing TCP
acceleration. They split long connections into multiple shorter con-
nections [53, 55], optimize the establishment of TCP connection and
slow start phases [29, 64], and/or adopt proxy-based approach [31,
63, 69] to improve TCP performance. Another approach [16, 24, 28]
performs caching and/or compression to reduce transmission time
and network bandwidth. We believe that our approach can be com-
bined with the general transport-level approaches to accelerate
mobile apps.

8 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel approach for mobile app acceleration.
Leveraging recent advances in static program analysis, it automat-
ically discovers opportunities for prefetching. In particular, the
framework takes the app binary as input and combines static and
dynamic analysis to generate prefetch requests that look identical
to the original request. It allows service providers to easily gener-
ate app specific proxies and configure them to fit their policy. Our
evaluation results show that app-specific acceleration proxies gen-
erated from our framework dramatically reduce the response times
of apps, enhancing the quality of user experience for mobile apps
and services. Furthermore, we show that the framework allows us
to balance the tradeoff between the latency reduction and proxy
bandwidth usage through policy specification. We believe that our
framework will be particularly useful in accelerating various mobile
apps in lightly multiplexed environments, such as the mobile edge
cloud.
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